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[Nimrod33] wrote: 
 

“Many of you may have discovered the term "homunculus" (like myself as well) via 
the Full Metal Alchemist manga and anime series. As I have read from some 
sources, it is represented as a man in a bottle and is usually portrayed as an 
attempt to create other humans by humans themselves. Are they actually 
thoughtforms like Tulpas?” 
 

 
Haven't read Full Metal Alchemist, but situations like this, such as spirits trapped into 
bottles and so on, can be the products of stupid magicians or natural entities. These 
however, are not very indepth things of spirituality. 

 
The "Homunculus" and other said aspects in Alchemy have to do with hidden Alchemical 
processes, they aren't literal. This has to do with the generation of a "man" which is also 
Alchemist wording for advancing the soul, popularized today as the prospect of 
"Resurrection" or "Alchemical Birth". They also don't represent a thoughtform solely in 
this case. 

 
There were certainly however, people who have been rather interested into literalizing 
these, no different than modern bio-scientists in that case. Yes, this can also represent 
thoughtforms, but the conditions have to be met. 

 
There is this nonsense I have read online on the "Demons" and other things beings 
"Thoughtforms". That tier of nonsense, is related strongly to the closed souls of the 
individuals mentioning these things. This is like asking a blind person to evaluate the 
colors of a rainbow, and a rainbow that is also far away. In the same way, these people 
cannot really discern real beings and "made" ones. 

 
A rule of thumb when these "thoughtforms" are concerned, is that they are limited by the 
people creating these. They don't have any higher capacities, understanding or 
capabilities, and in almost all cases, are rather simplistic. 

 
If one opens up a jewish "occult" book, you will find the "explanations" about   most 
"Angels" are really simple. Like "reveals secrets" and other nonsense, maybe not more 
than one line. Having encountered these 'entities' too, they are as if they have no 
sentience. 

 
Due to the fact that most people don't really understand how these work in general, they 
falsely believe them to be "Real", as these aliens that orchestrate this enemy's nonsense 
find an opportunity to show up during "Summoning" and so on. Even then, for those that 
have had the event where these psychically harass, one will perceive that these entities, 
albeit smarter than a human, aren't really that far off on the lower end. They aren't equal 
to "intelligence" to even a person with extreme down syndrome.  
 
Properly connecting with Father Satan or the Demons, is a whole other experience. The 
mental and spiritual overload, especially if one is open, is out of this world entirely. If one 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=326119#p326119


truly seeks spirituality, there is nowhere to go but to the Ancient Gods. 
 

Even people of the enemy, who were Gentiles, but were into the Vatican, they went far 
spiritually. After a point, one will know the Truth of it all. They knew all of this rather 
recent gimmick about hebrew Rafael and Gabriel and all this crap, was nothing but jewish 
made apparitions. People in "Angelic" magick know this. Yet many are not advanced 
spiritually at all or they are in this vortex and therefore their expectations are low as is. 

 
That is also why they have nothing constructive to teach or to offer. Crowley spent his 
time always stuck on the same level of hebrew nonsense because he was speaking to an 
apparition of his own mind, even worse, something that he painted to be a Grey. The 
grey never instructed him in any way to advance, just to write nonsense and do heroin. 
Crowley then started strongly "dabbling" with the "Dark Side". Regardless, because of 
bad approach, he didn't make it far at   all. 

 
Another way to understand if something or anything is a thoughtform, is when one is 
sufficiently advanced to understand minds. As one can see a doll and understand that it 
has no mind of its own, the process will be similar but in the astral realm. A doll clearly 
cannot help you with anything, being a doll. 

 
Jews knew very well that the worst and most insidious and insulting claim about the 
Demons, that they are "Tulpas" or "Thoughtforms". What jews did with this slang and 
verbal attack, was replicate the myth that Demons were inferior "to humans". This was 
probably one of the biggest insults they could come up, probably next to saying they 
"Don't exist" or that "They can be commanded" around. 

 
They knew very well that is a lie, and they understood all the mechanics that I explained 
above. Rabbis write elaborately on creating small scale terrorist thoughtforms [The 
Golem is a thoughtform, yet jews preach against Magick, jewish bullshit as usual], and 
other stupidities, and they know the limits and the parameters of this. They just lie to 
everyone else. 

 
Tulpas can never have so much power or knowledge. Tulpas in general also are 
apparitions that have do with one mind, and generally affect "that" mind. Creating any in 
overgrowing complexity grows rather antithetical to its sustaining power, and many simply 
do fall apart.  
 
The Name for Demons, whose Name and title literally means 'KNOWLEDGEABLE 
ONES' and relates to the Kundalini Serpent Power [which is the hallmark of advancement 
of the soul]. That cannot be achieved by any "Thoughtform" or thing of the "Mind" since 
it's empty. 

 
Finally, the statement about creating the "Homunculus" is a code word of Alchemy for 
creating the "New man". The strange statements of Paracelsus there is encoded advice, 
that would be known to Alchemists and others who understood exactly what was going 
on and what to do. Strange statements such as cutting bat wings, milking cows and other 
things are only code-words and practices, and nothing else. 
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